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"Computer power available to University of Montana faculty members and students is on 
the order of 1,000 times greater today than it was six months ago,'' said Steve Henry, manager 
of academic services at the UM Computer Center, room 10 of the Liberal Arts Building. 
"The new DECsystem-10 Computer at the University is used in. many classes, including 
those of the UM Schools of Forestry, Business Administration and Pharmacy, and the College 
of Arts and Sciences," Henry said. "Use of the new computer for research has climbed fast, 
too, and that research now includes such areas as geological mapping, coronary patient care, 
drug classifications and ecological studies." 
Students and faculty currently hava a computing budget some five times greater than 
six months ago, according to Henry. 
"There are now about eight times as many computer users" Henry said. "They are assist-
ed by more full-time UM Computer Center personnel and by a respectable library of programming 
packages for statistical analyses and other special purposes." 
There are almost 40 computer terminals in various campus buildings and the DECsystem-10 
Computer can run 36 different jobs concurrently, he said. 
"About half of the 36 terminals are normally .available around the clock, seven days 
a week, compared with no available terminals and the five-day, 16-hour-per-day computer 
usage under the previous computer system," Henry explained. 
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Commenting on computer usage by one department, Dr. James R. Ullrich, assistant 
professor of psychology, said:"The psychology department is using the new computer exten-
sively in both teaching and research. As a teaching aid, the computer has been programmed 
to act the 1-1ay people do in certain situations. Students then find out hoN the computer 
acts in these situations, thereby learning how to draw conclusions from data. Also, the 
computer is being used to determine people's perceptions of the rivers in western Montana. 
Preliminary data indicates they place a great deal of 1-1eight upon the amount of development 
along the shorelines." 
Thomas Foor, a graduate student, is working with the Statewide Archaeological Survey 
to file easily-retrievable information in magnetic form in the computer, thereby building 
a clearinghouse for ~lantana archaeologists. 
Foor said he believes that "easy access to the new computer is helping to quantify 
material in various academic areas, such as economics, forestry and geology." Use of the 
computer seems to increase student interest 1n a course, Foor said. 
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